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Intro: 

https://fortune.gaston.pro/

https://fortune.gaston.pro/


Don Ihde’s 4 Human-Technology Relationships
Technology and the Lifeworld: From Garden to Earth (1990)

-Background-Embodiement 

-Hermeneutic 

-Alterity

?



Psychogeography as a method of counter-mapping
McQuillan, Daniel. 2017. Counter Mapping the Smart City

Guy Debord, Guide Psychogéographique de Paris (1956)

Hermeneutic Tool of “derive” 
(drifting)

Hermeneutic Tool of 
surveillance



The “Dérive” 
Guy Debord, 1956, Theory of the Dérive

-Drop daily routines and plans.
-Wander aimlessly, led by the city’s 
terrain.
-Preferably in small groups (2-5 
people).
-Duration: A few hours to a day.
-Observe the urban landscape’s 
effects on emotions and behavior.

-Break from routine for new 
perspectives.
-Understand urban and ecological 
effects on emotions/behavior.
-Creative exploration in urban settings.
-Critique societal impacts of urban 
and ecological environments.

HOW WHY



What does AI phenomenologically ““perceive”?



Stylegan 2 (2020)



Data Poets (2020)



Hermeneutic production with AI



Test with Participants (2021)



Datacatchers (2015) - Goldsmiths Interaction Research

The Datacatchers also revealed a more insidious limitation of 
the datasets that increasingly characterise our world — and 
determine the ways corporations and governments act within it. 

They are all about people, not individuals. Datasets do what 
Holmberg and her colleagues call ‘populationisation’: they 
aggregate individual characteristics into distributions and then 
use these distributions to understand individuals. 

The group becomes the norm, against which any single 
instance is compared. And this happens at multiple levels, so 
that a household can be compared to its neighbourhood, the 
neighbourhood to its district, the district to the city, and so on.



McLuhan - AI as a media

Active interface with the world

Mediated window on the world



Study actor network
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Dasein - Heidegger and Being-in-the-World

AI (LLMs in particular) is: 

 
-Atemporal

-Hermeneutical interpretation

-Amotivated /Reactive

-Context agnostic (normative)

-Disembodied (or presented as such)

-is interacted with

Dasein is: 

 
-Temporally Embedded

-Phenomenological experience

-Motivated / Proactive

-Context-Dependent (socially 
situated)

-Embodied (Merleaux-Ponty?)

-Interacting with the world



What do I want to find out?

Assess Participant Reactions: Gauge responses to AI-generated poetry during 
walks.

Explore AI as Dialogic Tool: Investigate AI's role in enhancing psychogeographical 
discussions.

Contrast Human-AI Interpretations: Highlight differences in environmental 
perception between humans and AI.

Study Urban Ecological Perceptions: Examine changes in sensory experiences of 
urban ecologies with the Data poets tool.

Psychogeographical Analysis in Govan: Observe emotional and sensory 
responses to Govan's environment

Discuss Urban Ecology Narratives: Integrate AI perspectives with human 
experiences to challenge conventional data-centric narratives.



Context: Govan

Raymond Depardon (1980)
Professor Deirdre Heddon

(art historian, performance)
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Dr Michael Pierre Johnson
(Design Innovation)


